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Abstract- The image processing is the technique which can
process the digital information stored in the form of pixels.
This research work is related to plant disease detection. The
plant disease detection has the various phases like preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification.
In this paper, various techniques of plant disease detection are
reviewed in terms of certain parameters. It is analyzed that
classification methods are most efficient techniques for the
disease detection
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In the image processing, all the elements or pixel of an image,
arranged in the form of row and column. It is also a matrix, or
an array of picture. The extraction of useful information from
an image or enhanced version of an image to perform some
operations, a process is done known as image processing [1].
The first process involved, in the image processing is to
convert an analog image into digital image where, input is an
image and resultant output is also an image. It is an algorithm
in which 2D picture is processed by the computer [2]. Input is
in the form of an image, video frame or characteristics of an
image that resultant in an image output. In the image
processing, all the images are processed in the two
dimensional signals and various instructions are applied on
them. Currently, it is widely used in the many applications and
in business. It also forms the future scope as many research
areas are performing on the image processing such as in
computer science and engineering. In order to improve the
visual appearance of images and organized images to measure,
image processing is utilized in the wide variety of applications
[3]. Optical and analog images are also provided by this
technique as it frequently referred with a digital image
processing. Various general techniques are discussed and
applied on many applications. In the image processing all the
acquisition of image is referred as the imaging in which
images are processed with various operations in order to
extract the useful information from an image. Therefore, it is
sometimes are refereed as the digital image processing but
also provide functionality on the optical and analog image [4].
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Fig.1: Digital Image processing
There are wide varieties of applications on which the
operation are performed such as in computer graphics for the
creation of images, for the analysis of an image, and
manipulation and enhancement of an image in the image
processing. With the development of new technologies, the
field of agriculture becomes more prominent as it not only
used as food feeding to major population but also used in
many applications. Plants are very essential in our life as they
provide source of energy and overcome the issue of global
warming [5]. Plants nowadays are affected by many diseases
such as they cause devastating economic, social and
ecological losses and many more. Hence, it is most important
to identify plants disease in an accurate and timely way. In
today’s modern era, agriculture has become one of the most
important part of the population. Energy is the fundament part
of the global warming and major source of plants also.
Number of diseases is there which badly affected ecological,
economical and society losses. To detect plant pathologies
there are many ways. A quantity of diseases does not have any
detectable symptoms associated and display very late. For the
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complicated analysis, powerful microscopes have been used.
It is used, as it is not possible for a human eye to identify or
visible such small sign of an image, hence for this
electromagnetic spectrum is utilized to detect all the sign in a
part. Remote sensing techniques are used, in order to explore
the captured multi and hyper spectral image [6]. Digital image
processing tools are employed by the used method to obtain
the desired output. It is not possible for a human eye to
identify the disease extent accurately, as the resultants are
subjective in nature. The observations done by the naked eye
are usually used to decide diseases severity in the area of
production. The significant development has done by the
image processing in the field of agriculture. For the
identification of the fungi disease, several techniques have
been utilized such as back propagation, PCA and SVD
techniques of neural network [7].
The neural structure of the brain that is based on the electronic
models to perform various functions is known as the artificial
neural networks. The learning process of the brain is from
experience. There are so many issues that cannot be resolved
by the computer; therefore for this purpose small energy
efficient packages are utilized. Less technical way is used by
this model in order to develop all the machine solutions [8].
Here are some situations where a BP NN is a good idea:







A large amount of input/output data is available, but
you're not sure how to relate it to the output.
The problem appears to have overwhelming
complexity, but there is clearly a solution.
It is easy to create a number of examples of the
correct behavior.
The solution to the problem may change over time,
within the bounds of the given input and output
parameters (i.e., today 2+2=4, but in the future we
may find that 2+2=3.8).
Outputs can be fuzzy, or non-numeric.

Image processing is the most common application of neural
network. There are some examples, such as to remove the face
spoofing by matching the original image in the database,
compression of an image to extract information or minimize
loss. Voice recognition, RADAR signature analysis, stock
market predictions are the other major application involved in
the image processing [9]. There is complex relationship
between different involved parameters and problem in
handling large amount of data.
The widely used dimensionality reduction technique in data
analysis is principal component analysis (PCA). For the linear
projection of high dimensional data into a lower dimensional
subspace, PCA has been utilized that provide the maximum
retained variance. It is also used to minimize the error
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occurred in the reconstruction of the least square. The widely
used dimensionality reduction technique in data analysis is
principal component analysis (PCA). It is embedded with
three essential properties. First, in order to compress a set of
high dimensional vectors into a set of lower dimensional
vectors a linear scheme is considered as the best solution,
further reconstruction is done [10]. Second, within the data
various involved parameters are calculated directly such as in
case of sample diagnolizing. In order to perform easy
operations on model parameters, two techniques compression
and decompression are utilized in the third step. They require
only matrix multiplications.
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Fig.2: Unsupervised Learning RDB
There are two types of layers are embedded in the Radial basis
functions which is also known as the feed-forward networks.
Two layers in this network are a hidden layer of radial kernels
and an output layer of linear neurons. Different roles are
played by both the two RBF layers such as a non-linear
transformation of input space is performed by the hidden
layer. As compared to input space, the resulting hidden layer
has high dimensions. In order to predict the desired output, a
linear regression is performed by the output layer. All the
obtained output is the real-valued function whose value
depends only on the distance from the origin.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Prof. Sanjay B. Dhaygude, et.al, (2013) proposed
methodology to identify the plant disease using various
detection techniques [11]. It becomes a crucial topic for many
researchers as proper techniques are required to identify the
disease. After various experiments, the reason and type of
diseases are identifies, comparison between the texture
parameters of a normal leaf and typical leaf was made. New
algorithms are developed in order to achieve the increase in
the classification process.
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Anjali Chandavale, et.al, (2016) proposed a approach that is
utilized to detect disease in the monocot and dicot plant and
also treatments and precautions are suggested using image
processing and advanced cell [12]. The precautions measures
are proposed by the 'Agri-Guide v1.0', it also provides
treatment to plants with the response time 1ms. 83 % of
accuracy precision is provided by the 'Agri-manage v1.0' and
73 % accuracy to the unknown patterns of monocot and dicot
plant diseases.
E. Borges, et.al, (2012) proposed a technique that is utilized to
control the quality of the fruits and vegetables and specifying
their botanical tissues [13]. This proposed technique is
Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy that is used to study the
structure of botanical tissues and their electrical properties.
Obtained results are compared with the existing results, show
that the proposed technique is superior to others and provide
netter performance in the detection of the plant disease.
Ms. Kiran R. Gavhale, et.al, (2014) proposed in today’s world
the quality and quantity of the agricultural products are
degraded day by day due to present infectious disease in
plants [14]. In this paper the need of simple plant leaves
disease detection system that would facilitate advancements in
agribusiness was reviewed. Author concluded that the
proposed techniques provide the better performance in the
detection of the plant disease still further improvement is
required for the future.
Deepak J. Dange et.al, (2015) proposed that every original
image are a RGB image as it includes the mixture of primary
colors such as red, green and blue [15]. Advanced image
processing is a technique utilized for enhancement of the
image. To improve agricultural products automatic detection
of symptoms is beneficial. There is fundamental a
characteristic of disease detection is system can identify the
affected part of a leaf spot by utilizing the image processing
technique. In Color model CIELAB color model is accurately
identified disease and results are not affected by background,
type of leaf, type of disease spot and camera flash.
Rajleen Kaur, et.al, (2015) proposed a novel approach in
which SVM classifier that has been utilized for the detection
of plant disease [16]. The proposed SVM has two following
data sets such as training dataset and train dataset. Firstly
original image is captured and after that it is being utilized for
processing. Furthermore it gives us the black and background
pixels of image segmented furthermore separate the tone part
and saturation part of image. Thirdly detection of disease and
diseased part of image is recognized and healthy part is
segmented from it. This work will likewise give % of region
in which diseases are available and give us the name of
disease. As in the results of one image diseased region is
5.56%.
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Sachin D. Khirade, et.al, (2015) proposed prevention of the
plant diseases as it leads to economical growth of the overall
nation, as infectious disease degrades the quality of the food
and yield losses in the agricultural field [17]. For the
successful cultivation of the crop an important and unique
accurately detection and classification of the plant detection
technique is required. For the segmentation of the parts of the
plants various methods are discussed. ANN method has been
utilized in order to classify the disease in the plants such as
self-sorting out feature map, back propagation algorithm,
SVMs and so on.
DipteshMajumdar, et.al, (2015) discussed various techniques
used for the detection of the rust in the plants an early
detection and recognition techniques [18]. Timely
administration choices are facilitated for proper evaluation.
For the prevention of the rust disease in wheat leaves, author
proposed an effective and efficient approach of the image
processing. The main purpose of this paper is to provide this
technique in every area or region to overcome this issue
completely. It involves various improvements in the
architecture of system, for the proper implementation.
III.
CONCLUSION
The plant disease detection is the approach which is applied to
detect the disease from the input image. The plant disease
detection can be applied with the technique of feature
extraction, segmentation and classification. In this paper,
various classification based methods are reviewed for the
plant disease detection. In future novel approach will be
designed for the plant disease detection based on classification
IV.
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